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A B S T R A C T

Recent exciting findings of the biological interactions of graphene materials have shed light

on potential biomedical applications of graphene-containing composites. Fabrication of

bulk composites in particular nanostructured coatings from nanosize particles/sheets yet

remains elusive. Here we report hydroxyapatite (HA) and HA–graphene nanosheet (GN)

composites synthesized by liquid precipitation approach and following coating deposition

by vacuum cold spraying. The HA–GN composite coatings retained intact nano-structural

features of both HA and GN. The impact of the HA–GN particles during coating formation

created layered coating structures and mechanical interlocking was achieved by even dis-

tribution of GN. In vitro cell culture assessment showed that filopodia of osteoblast cells

inclined to move towards and got anchored by GN. Further observation by electron micros-

copy of adsorption of fibronectin on GN by negative staining showed fast adsorption of

fibronectin in unfolded shape with the length of �100–135 nm. This presumably accounts

for the enhanced spreading and subsequent proliferation of the cells on the GN-containing

coatings. The strategy of depositing the novel HA–GN composite coatings gives bright

insight into potential biomedical applications of the composites.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Research in biomaterials has been booming in recent dec-

ades. Development of novel biomaterials holds the priority

among the extensive worldwide efforts devoted to biomedical

engineering. The biomaterials for orthopedic surgery usually

encounter complex service environments, requiring versatile

performances of the materials. As one of the major players

for orthopedic surgery, hydroxyapatite (HA) has been devel-

oped in response to the deficient biocompatibility of alloys,

e.g. stainless steel, Co-based alloy, Ti and Ti–6A1–4V, which

usually lose their proper function in a long term due to degra-

dation from wear, disease, or injury [1–3] or tendency to re-

lease metallic ions leading to a high potential to corrode in

the biological environments [4,5]. Yet, regardless of the suc-

cessful application of HA in orthopedic surgery for promoting

fast fixation of bony tissues, there are still concerns related to

its long-term performance, i.e., the intrinsic brittleness and

low fracture toughness of HA [6–8]. Mechanical performances

of HA could be improved by incorporating second phase
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reinforcements like ethylene-based polymer, Ti-alloys, alu-

mina, yttria-stabilized zirconia, carbon nanotube etc. [9–13].

However, few materials that have been considered for HA-

based composites satisfy both favorable biocompatibility

and sufficient strength. As an alternative novel material,

graphene has been attracting intense attentions due to its un-

ique structural features and exceptional mechanical proper-

ties [14–17]. Exciting findings of the biological performances

of graphene reported in recent years [18–20] further imply

the possibility of it being used as additives in HA for load-

bearing biomedical applications, even though the reason for

exceptional biocompatibility of graphene remains obscure.

It is essential that any biomaterials that are implanted in

the body must operate in powder or bulk form. Employment

of biocompatible materials like HA as coatings on bioinert

metallic implants is the key for their long term functional ser-

vices [21–23]. This consequently raises the concerns of select-

ing appropriate techniques for depositing the coatings.

Among the approaches used nowadays, of particular interest

is the thermal spray technology, which offers advantages of

cost-effective and environment-friendly production, control-

lable microstructure and good properties of the coatings

[24–27]. Thermal sprayed HA and HA-based composites have

been successfully used in clinical surgery [3,22]. It is well

established that microstructure, crystallinity, and phase com-

position of HA coatings are critical in deciding behaviors of

the cells attached/proliferated on them [3,25–27]. Nanostruc-

tured HA exhibit further enhanced biocompatibility when

compared to their conventional counterparts [28–32]. This en-

hanced biocompatibility is translated into better adhesion

and higher reproduction of the cells on the surfaces of these

materials, which is very important indication of improved

bio-performances of the implants. In this regard, searching

pertinent process for fabricating nanostructured biomedical

coatings has been one of the major research goals in recent

years. Thermal spray process is usually intrinsically associ-

ated with melting of feedstock powder, without which it is ex-

tremely difficult to make fine coatings. Certain degree of

melting is usually necessary for attaining a sufficient level

of particle adhesion and cohesion. To deposit coatings from

nano particles, the often used agglomeration by spray-drying

processing of the particles [33] introduces complexity and dif-

ficulties in controlling coating structures. Vacuum cold spray

(VCS), a method based on shock-loading solidification [34,35],

is a novel and promising spray technique which enables

deposition of powder with particle size range of 0.02–2 lm

at room temperature on various substrates. VCS is of particu-

lar prospect for spraying nanosized particles with high depo-

sition efficiency in coating thickness ranging from several to

tens of microns per minute [34–37].

In this paper, we report novel nano-HA/graphene-nano-

sheet (GN) composite coatings deposited by VCS, giving in-

sights into their potential biomedical applications for repair/

replacement of hard tissues. To elucidate the performances

of the nanostructured coatings, we performed microstruc-

tural characterization and in vitro cell culture test. The bio-

compability of GN was further investigated by assessing the

adsorption of fibronectin by electron microcopy. This study

provides a competitive approach for processing nanostruc-

tured biomedical materials.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis of graphene and HA–graphene composite
powder

Large-scale GN was chemically fabricated from high purity

flakey graphite. HA powder in nanosizes was synthesized by

the wet chemical approach using stoichiometric reaction be-

tween (NH4)2HPO4, Ca(NO3)2, and NH3ÆH2O. Microstructural

characterization revealed that HA grains had the size of

�20–45 nm in length and �10 nm in diameter. HA–GN com-

posites were produced by adding GN to the solution prior to

the synthesis of HA. The detailed procedures have been re-

ported in another paper [38].

2.2. Deposition of HA–GN coatings

HA coatings with/without addition of graphene platelets have

been vacuum cold sprayed onto Ti substrates at room temper-

ature. The VCS process was carried out using VCS-2000 sys-

tem (developed by Xi’an Jiaotong University, China). The

VCS system consists of a vacuum deposition chamber, a set

of vacuum pumps, an aerosol generation room, an accelerat-

ing carrier gas unit, a vibration system to mix the powder

with the carrier gas, and a control unit. The VCS system has

been schematically depicted in Fig. 1d. The deposition cham-

ber contains a micron-sized nozzle, a substrate holder and a

two-dimensional worktable. A rotary vane vacuum pump

coupled to a mechanical booster was used to pump down

the chamber to a pressure of 100–5000 Pa during spraying. He-

lium gas with the flow rate of 5 l/min was used for feeding

and accelerating the powder particles. The ultrafine powder

was mixed with and accelerated by the helium gas to form

an aerosol flow which was further accelerated by carrier gas

through the micro-orifice nozzle (Laval cavity design). The

specially designed powder feeding system favors easy forma-

tion of aerosol flow for the nano-/submicron-sized powder.

The scanning speed of 10 mm/s and the spray distance of

10 mm were adopted for the coating deposition.

2.3. Microstructure characterization and property evaluation

Microstructure of the powder and the coatings was character-

ized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tecnai

F20, the Netherlands) and field emission scanning electron

microscopy (FESEM, FEI Quanta FEG250, the Netherlands).

For the TEM characterization, the specimen preparation in-

volved transferring the powder suspension in ethanol onto

micro grids and letting the solvent evaporate. GN was also

characterized by atomic force/scanning tunneling microscopy

(AFM/STM, Dimension 3100V, Veeco, USA). The suspension

that contained graphene platelets encountered sonication be-

fore it was deposited onto polished silicon wafer for subse-

quent AFM measurement. Phase composition of the

samples was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD, D8 Advance,

Bruker AXS, Germany) using Cu Ka radiation (k = 1.5406 Å)

operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The goniometer was set at a

scan rate of 0.033�/s over a 2h range of 20–60�. Adhesive

strength of the HA and HA–GN coatings on Ti substrates

was assessed through scratch test conducted using a
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micro-scratch tester (MST, WS-2005, China). In the MST pro-

cess, when the diamond drill bit scratched the coating, the

acoustic signal was acquired for estimating the adhesion. Five

replicates of each sample were tested. Specific surface areas

of the samples were measured using the Brunauer, Emmett,

and Teller (BET) method by adsorption of nitrogen gas on

ASAP 2020 M apparatus operated at 77.3 K. The BET surface

area was calculated over the relative pressure range of 0.05–

0.20 MPa. Fracture toughness (KIC) of the coatings was deter-

mined by using the indentation approach. The test was con-

ducted on Micro-Vickers microhardness tester (HV-1000,

Shanghai Lianer Testing Equipment Corporation, China).

300 gf Vickers load was applied on polished cross-sections

of the coatings with a loading time of 10 s. A total of 10 points

were collected for each sample. The fracture toughness was

calculated by using the Anstis equation [39]:

KIc ¼ 0:016ðE=HÞ1=2ðP=CÞ3=2, where P is the indentation load, C

is the length of the crack caused by the indentation, H is

the microhardness, and E is the elastic modulus. The microh-

ardness and elastic modulus of the coatings were derived

from the loading–unloading curves in nano-indentation test

conducted using a standard Berkovich indenter on nanome-

chanical test system (NANO G200, MTS, USA). The maximum

indentation depth chosen for the present test was 1 lm. Six

indentations were made for each test on each sample.

2.4. Cell culture test

Attachment and proliferation of the human osteoblast cells

(HFOB 1.19 SV40 transfected osteoblasts) on the Ti, HA and

HA–GN coatings were examined. Prior to the in vitro experi-

ments, the cells were cultured in a-minimum essential med-

ium (a-MEM) (SH30265.01B, HyClone, USA) supplemented

with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml peni-

cillin and 100 lg/ml streptomycin in an atmosphere of 100%

humidity and 5% CO2 at 37 �C. The osteoblasts were seeded

at a density of 2000 cells/cm2 onto the samples in 24-well

plates with 2 ml media being contained in each well and grew

under standard culture conditions (100% humidity and 5%

CO2 at 37 �C) for 3 h, 1 day, 3 days, and 5 days. Prior to seeding,

the samples were autoclave sterilized for 30 min. For FESEM

observation of the cells attaching on the surfaces of the sam-

ples, the cells after incubation were fixed in 2.5% glutaralde-

hyde for 24 h, dehydrated gradually and coated with Pt.

Three samples were tested for each type of the specimens.

Proliferation of the cells was analyzed using the methyl thia-

zole tetrazodium (MTT) assay. The MTT stock solution of

5 mg/ml (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) was prepared by dissolv-

ing MTT in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), filtered through a

0.2 lm filter and stored at 4 �C. The MTT solution was pre-

pared as per the standard protocol provided by the supplier

and was read using 490 nm wavelength on a microplate read-

er machine (Spectra Max 190, MD, USA). For each type of the

specimens, three samples were tested to get an average value

and each sample was read for three times. Differentiation of

the cells cultured on the samples was assessed by measuring

their alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity. The cells (1 · 104 -

cells/ml) were seeded on the specimens and cultured for

7 days. They were washed twice with PBS and lysed by three

cycles of freezing and thawing program. The as-received ali-

Fig. 1 – Characterization of the synthesized GN and HA–GN composite powder (a–c) and schematic depiction of the VCS

system [37] (d), (a) TEM image of the GN showing wrinkled-paper-like morphology, (b) AFM analysis showing uniform height

of 0.8–1.1 nm and the lateral dimensions ranging from a few hundred nanometers to �4 lm of GN, typical line profiles taken

along the marked red lines are also presented superimposed on the image, and (c) TEM image of the HA–GN powder showing

rod-like HA nano grains evenly attaching on graphene flakes with an intimate contact. (A colour version of this figure can be

viewed online.)
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quots of supernatants were subjected to ALP activity and pro-

tein content measurement by using an ALP kit and a micro-

Bradford assay kit (Nanjing Jiancheng Biological Engineering

Institute, China). The absorbance of the reaction product, p-

nitrophenol, was measured at the wavelength of 405 nm on

the microplate reader machine. Paired student’s t-distribution

was employed to clarify the level of significance (p) in differ-

ence between two sets of data. Data was presented with stan-

dard deviation (± SD) and statistical significance was set at

p < 0.05. For further disclosing the effect of the addition of

GN on the biocompatibility of the coatings, adsorption behav-

ior of fibronectin on GN was typically investigated by negative

staining and TEM observation. As a cell adhesion protein,

fibronectin is an ideal model protein for investigation in

molecular level of biological responses to GN. For the nega-

tive-staining, the GN film was prepared by transferring GN

dispersion in ethanol to TEM grids and letting the solvent

evaporate at room temperature. A 5 ll drop of fibronectin

sample (Sigma, ref. F-0895) with the concentration of 50 lg/

mL in PBS was applied to the 300-mesh copper grid covered

with a thin layer of GN. After removing the excess solution

by blotting with filter paper, the sample grid was stained by

using two 5 ll drops of 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate solution. Ex-

cess stain was removed by blotting, and the grids were

quickly dried by argon flow after final blotting. Images were

recorded under low-dose conditions (10 e/Å2) using a

charge-coupled device camera in a field emission TEM oper-

ated at 200 kV at a magnification of 71000· and with an under-

focus values varied from 1.0 to 1.5 lm. Picking and image

processing of individual particle images were made using

the software package EMAN [40].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure of the composite coatings

The as-synthesized GN shows wrinkled-paper-like morphol-

ogy (Fig. 1a). AFM measurements suggest the uniform height

of the nanosheet of 0.8–1.1 nm and the lateral dimensions

ranging from a few hundred nanometers to �4 lm (Fig. 1b).

In accordance with previous reports [15] and TEM observation

[38], GN is interpreted to be single-layered sheets. Further

TEM characterization reveals that rod-like HA nano grains

evenly attach on graphene flakes with an intimate contact

(Fig. 1c). HA grains have the size of �20–45 nm in length and

�10 nm in diameter.

Nanostructured HA and HA–GN coatings were successfully

deposited by the VCS. FESEM views from top surfaces of the

coatings (Fig. 2) suggest similar microstructural features for

the coatings with/without addition of GN. The coatings dem-

onstrate micron-sized pits and protrusions on their surfaces,

indicating rebounding of certain amount of HA nano particles

upon their impingement during coating formation stage,

which is usual during cold spraying since cold sprayed coat-

ing is composed of accumulated individual particles accom-

plished by tamping effect [36,37,41]. It was acknowledged

that surface roughness is critical in allowing the growth of

cells because surfaces influence protein interaction, which

decides subsequent cell adhesion [30,32]. The rough surfaces

of the HA–GN coatings might favor positive cell responses. As

noticed from the close view of the coatings from their sur-

faces (Fig. 2), randomly oriented small HA crystallites in the

size of <20 nm can be clearly seen, which are identical to

the starting rod-like HA feedstock. Graphene flakes are homo-

geneously dispersed in HA matrix in the coatings. The cross-

sectional morphologies of the coatings show the thickness of

up to 50 lm (Fig. 2). Porous topographical structure can be

clearly seen for the coatings, while the cross-sectional views

suggest much dense structure. The average porosity of the

coatings is 13.2%, 12.9%, and 8.7% for the pure HA coating,

the HA-0.1 wt.%GN coating and the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating,

respectively. It is noted that the GN-containing coatings exhi-

bit more remarkable layered structure (Figs. 2c-3 vs a-3), indi-

cating unusual participation of GN in the shock loading

formation of the coatings (the HA particles in nanosizes are

unlikely responsible for the layered structure). GN in irregular

curvature is clearly seen. Magnified view shown at the bottom

of Fig. 2c-3 verifies the presence of GN, which solely accounts

for the lamella coating structure. Strikingly, further examina-

tion also suggests that GN is the first layer that intimately

contacts with the substrate, as indicated by the magnified

coating-substrate interface shown at the top of Fig. 2c-3. This

structural feature has also been evidenced by TEM character-

ization (Fig. 3d).

TEM observation of the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating from its

cross-section shows the typical structure of the area close

to the coating/substrate interface (Fig. 3). The image acquired

at HA-rich area suggests accumulation of individual HA nano

particles in a compact manner and majority of HA retain their

original nano features (Fig. 3a). Yet surprisingly, plastic defor-

mation of certain amount of HA grains at their surrounding

areas of contact is seen (Fig. 3a). Plastic deformation of

sprayed particles is essential during cold spraying for strong

adhesion and cohesion [34,35]. The phenomenon similar to

cold welding has been previously revealed for cold sprayed

coatings [42], which accounts for enhanced cohesion between

individual particles. The shock loading-induced inelastic

deformation presumably enhances interlocking for high

adhesive/cohesive strength. In addition, well retained struc-

tural features of the HA–GN composites after the coating

deposition are also seen (Fig. 3b), that is, the room-tempera-

ture VCS processing did not destroy the bonding between

HA nano-rods and GN. This is further justified by the selected

area electron diffraction (SAD) pattern (Fig. 3c), which is al-

most identical to that exhibited by the starting feedstock

[38]. Based on these observations, the coating formation can

be treated as accumulation of individual graphene sheets

with nano HA grains intimately standing on them. While as

shown in earlier part, GN used in this study has the thickness

of 0.8–1.1 nm and the lateral dimensions ranging from a few

hundred nanometers to �4 lm (Fig. 1). The coating formation

is indeed not about deposition of individual nano HA particles

nor individual GN, it is instead about accumulation of nano

HA–GN slice. In fact, GN alone already achieved good bonding

with the substrate (Fig. 3d). Deformation in terms of changes

in curvature of GN in the coatings is inevitable (as seen in

Fig. 2c-3), due mainly to the high speed impingement of the

particles during the coating formation stage.
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Unlike other surface coating techniques, VCS offers the

advantages associated with room-temperature processing,

for example, non-changes of phases in the coatings

compared to the starting feedstock (Fig. 4a). Almost identi-

cal XRD peaks have been detected from the coatings and

the feedstock powder. Of special interest is the intensity

ratio of (300) peak to (002) peak of the VCS coatings, which

increases dramatically in comparison with that of the

starting powder, implying preferred crystallographic orien-

tation of HA. This suggests possible grain breakage of

individual starting nano particles upon their impingement

on substrate/pre-coating [34,35]. Peak broadening attributed

to the nano-sized crystal grains in the powder is retained

and no new peaks for the as-sprayed coatings are seen. No

detectable crystal grain growth is suggested.

3.2. Mechanical properties of the composite coatings

The adhesion of biomedical coating to substrate is one of the

crucial factors that affect its long-term functional service

after surgery [43]. In the current study, adhesive strength of

the VCS coatings was assessed by the MST approach. During

the MST test, when the diamond drill bit scratched the as-

sprayed coatings, acoustic signal was acquired and was used

to estimate the adhesion of the coatings. According to the

acoustic emission vs critical load graphs for the coatings

(Fig. 4b), the average normal force ranges from 20 to 45 N,

showing irrelevance of adhesion to content of GN in the coat-

ings. The theory behind the irrelevance is unknown yet,

which needs further clarification. Nevertheless, the adhesion

values are already higher than that of pulsed laser deposited

Fig. 2 – FESEM views of the as-deposited nanostructured coatings, (a) the pure HA coating, (b) the HA-0.1 wt.%GN coating, and

(c) the HA-1.0 wt%GN coating. -1: surface view, -2: magnified surface view, and -3: cross-sectional view. The white arrow head

points to GN located on the surfaces of the coatings, and magnified views of typical areas from the cross-section of the HA–GN

coating showing clearly the presence of GN in the coating and at the coating/substrate interface (c-3). GN-induced layered

structure is clearly seen for the HA–GN coatings.
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HA coating on Ti-based implants, 10.77 N [44]. It is essential

that the coatings can maintain the good adhesion in a phys-

iological environment for a long term. In this study, no

changes in adhesive strength were found for the coatings

after 7 days in vitro incubation (with cells attaching on the

coatings). In addition, one month incubation of the coatings

in culture media without cells also showed no remarkable

changes in the adhesion value. Assessment of fracture tough-

ness of the coatings showed the KIC value of 0.109 ± 0.012 MPa

m1/2, 0.175 ± 0.006 MPa m1/2, and 0.421 ± 0.011 MPa m1/2 for

the pure HA coating, the HA-0.1 wt.%GN coating and the

HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating, respectively. Apparently the presence

of GN enhances the fracture property of the HA-based coat-

ings. The toughening mechanisms of GN-containing ceramic

bulk composites have been reported [17,38]. For the cold

sprayed HA–GN composites, however, the toughening re-

gimes might be different from the sintered ones, which need

to be systematically investigated. VCS is believed to be an

appropriate approach for depositing the HA–GN composites

for favorable microstructure and promising mechanical

properties.

3.3. In vitro biocompatibility of the composite coatings

Nontoxicity and favorable biomompatibility of the HA–GN

composites are essentially required for their potential bio-

medical applications. To gain clear insight into effect of the

addition of GN on cell responses, the cytotoxity and biocom-

patibility of the HA–GN coatings were examined by MTT as-

say. Uncoated Ti samples were used as the control group for

this experiment. SEM observation of the cells on the sample

surfaces after the incubation time of 3 h, 1 day, 3 days, and

5 days suggests that the cells exhibit faster spreading and bet-

ter stretching state on the HA-based coatings than on bare Ti

(Fig. S1). And more GN in the HA-based coatings gave rise to

faster recruitment of the cells. After 3 h incubation in the cul-

ture media, the percentage of the attached cells on the coat-

ings increased statistically from 20% for the pure HA to 50%

for the HA-0.1 wt.%GN and 80% for the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coat-

ings. After 5 days incubation, the cells have reached confluent

state on the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating, whereas other samples

were not fully covered by the cells yet. The HA-1.0 wt.%GN

composite coating shows the highest cell proliferation rate

(Fig. 5a), suggesting consistent results that GN enhances cell

behaviors, apart from its exciting toughening effect on HA.

In addition, further in vitro osteogenic differentiation was

investigated by using ALP activity assay. The cells proliferated

on the pure HA and the HA–GN composites had significantly

higher ALP activity than those on the Ti plate. The ALP

expression level on the HA-1.0 wt.%GN composites is about

two times of that on the pure HA (16.6 U/g protein vs 7.9 U/g

protein). The unobvious correlation between graphene

dose and the changes in ALP activity could be attributed to

Fig. 3 – TEM images of the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coatings, (a) the

image acquired at HA-rich area shows dense structure and

plastic deformation of certain amount of the nano HA

particles at their surrounding part of contact, (b) both GN

and HA are clearly seen with intact structure as compared to

the starting feedstock, and this is further verified by SAD

pattern shown in (c), and (d) TEM image taken at coating/

substrate interface suggests intimate contact of GN with the

substrate.

Fig. 4 – XRD spectra of the samples (a) (the detected Ti by the XRD analysis was from the substrate) and the adhesion testing

results by measuring the normal force for the coatings (b). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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different differentiation states of the osteoblast cells. After

7 days of mineralization, the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating was cov-

ered partly by flake-like Ca–P nanocrystals (Fig. S2), indicating

that GN can serve as effective substrate for the nucleation of

apatite crystals. Early cell spreading has been used as a model

system for studying cell-extracellular matrix interactions [45],

and it was revealed as a hydrodynamic process [46] and has

been correlated to faster proliferation of cells [47]. The en-

hanced spreading of the cells on the GN-containing coatings

possibly indicates more adhesion sites on the surfaces of

the coatings. In fact, further examination of the spreading

of the cells on the HA–GN coatings suggested preferential

stretching of the cells to GN (Fig. 5b). Interestingly, it is noted

that filopodia of the cells incline to approach GN, i.e. the filo-

podia extend primarily all the way to graphene sheet and get

anchored by the sheet. It is noted that the direction of lateral

filopodial movement is associated with that of cell migration

[48] and in turn plays crucial roles in determining the fate of

the cells. Even distribution of GN on the coating surfaces

therefore favors elongation-adherence of the filopodia, conse-

quently promoting spreading and proliferation of the cells. It

was reported that F-actin supports finger-like protrusions of

the plasma membrane filopodia [49]. And integrin receptors

connect the extracellular matrix to actin cytoskeleton. This

interaction can be viewed as a cyclical liaison, which develops

again and again at new adhesion sites [50]. In this regard,

binding of integrin is crucial for modulating actin and conse-

quent protrusions of filopodia.

It is established that upon contact of cells with biomateri-

als, selective and competitive absorption of key serum pro-

teins on bimaterial surface is the initial event participating

in cell–biomaterial interactions. Attachment of cell is initiated

by interaction of its integrins with pre-adsorbed serum pro-

teins [51] and human osteoblasts adhere preferentially to

fibronectin [52]. Fibronectin is a 450 kDa dimeric protein com-

posed of homologous repeating structural motifs that are

grouped together into functional domains [53]. Our TEM

observation clearly shows fast adsorption of fibronectin on

GN (Fig. 6a). After 2 h incubation, fibronectin was recruited

by and attained entire adsorption on GN and showed an elon-

gated conformation with the length of �100–135 nm (Fig. 6b).

The unfolded stretching state of GN infers that the arginine–

glycine–aspartic acid (RGD) loop, the cell-binding site in type

III domains of fibronectin [54], might have already been fully

exposed for integrin-mediated cell binding. The early adsorp-

tion and stretching state of fibronectin presumably suggests

that GN promotes its adsorption, which in turn facilitates

attachment and spreading of the cells. Further investigation

of adsorption of fibronectin on the HA–GN powder revealed

preferred adsorption of fibronectin on GN (Fig. S3). Based on

more than 200 TEM images acquired for each type of the sam-

ples, preliminary quantitative evaluation showed the adsorp-

tion rate of fibronectin to be 156 FN/lm2 on HA and 202 FN/

lm2 on GN, which further proved preferred adsorption of

fibronectin on GN. This agrees well with the phenomenon

that GN at the coating surface promotes spreading and prolif-

eration of the cells. Many factors affect the conformational

changes of key serum proteins [55]. Enhanced adsorption of

the proteins like vitronectin and fibronectin has been recog-

nized on nanostructured materials as a result of the nanotex-

ture or nanoroughness on their surfaces [30]. The micro-/

nano-sized topographical features of the VCS HA–GN coatings

(Fig. 2) are therefore anticipated to facilitate interaction with

the proteins, leading to formation of a biomimetic structure.

This biomimetism may in turn promote the attachment of

the osteoblast cells. It should be noted that the current study

on protein adsorption is very preliminary, part of our ongoing

efforts are devoted to investigating how the surface chemistry

and morphology of the GN-containing coatings affect com-

petitive adsorption and conformational changes of absorbed

multiple serum proteins and how the absorbed proteins on

their surfaces affect the cellular behaviors. In addition, recent

studies already reported that higher specific surface area and

surface-free energy of carbon composites increased cell den-

sity [56]. Faster attachment of osteoblast cells to the materials

with greater nanometer surface roughness was reported [57].

The specific surface area of the VCS coatings showed the val-

ues of 35.6, 42.3, and 71.4 m2/g for the pure HA coating, the

HA-0.1 wt.%GN coating and the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating

respectively. The randomly curly GN brings about higher sur-

face roughness and more active sites available for binding

(Figs. 2c-1 vs a-1), likely facilitating preferential binding of

the cells to the GN-containing coatings. We therefore propose

that the HA–GN coatings possess good biological safety and

noncytotoxicity and addition of GN enhances the behaviors

of the cells. Compared with carbon nanotube-reinforced com-

Fig. 5 – Cell culture results for the composite coatings, (a)

MTT results for the cells proliferated on the surfaces of the

coating samples, and (b, c) typical FESEM images showing

preferential spreading of filopodia to and being anchored by

GN present on the HA-1.0 wt.%GN coating surfaces, the

white arrow heads point to filopodia of the cells. ++ vs *, ++

vs **, + vs *, + vs **: p < 0.05.
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posites, which bear the concern of harmful metallic impuri-

ties in carbon nanotubes [13,58,59], the HA–GN coatings have

great promise as bioengineering materials due to the absence

of metal catalysts during production of the graphene sheets

[18–20,60].

4. Conclusions

We successfully deposited HA–GN composite coatings by

VCS operated at room temperature. The coatings are

uniform in tailorable thickness and showed competitive

adhesive strength and fracture toughness. Comprehensive

microstructural characterization showed that the physical

characteristics of the starting feedstocks were completely

inherited by the as-deposited coatings without detectable

crystal grain growth or phase changes. GN was evenly

embedded in HA matrix and plastic deformation of certain

nano HA particles was revealed. The GN-containing HA

coatings markedly enhanced attachment and proliferation

of the osteoblast cells, which is most likely attributed to fast

adsorption of key serum proteins like fibronectin with

elongated stretching conformation on GN. The fabrication

of the novel HA–GN composite biomedical coatings by the

cold vacuum spray approach could open doors for process-

ing new nanostructured biomaterials with exceptional

properties.
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